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ABOUT THE SERIES
The Star Court is a paradise for people and animals – a
Noah's Ark, pony farm, adventure playground and circus
tent all in one. Here, no one ever gets bored. The animal
lovers Lille and Karoline, whirlwind Maja and the cool
Felicity make sure of that.
Clever, mischievous and funny, these stories are written by
successful author Usch Luhn.
CONTENT
It's the first day of vacation - and already one disaster after
the next is happening. First the Haflinger mare Snuff is
kidnapped (most likely by the unpopular pig farmer Brims,
or his sons Tim and Tom) and then there is an unexpected
addition to the population of Star Court: the clown Felix and
his daughter Felicity move into the empty summer house .
In contrast to their parents, the friends Lille, Karolina and
Maja are not excited by their arrival. Why does this brusque
and feisty Felicity make such a big fuss about her hamster,
Faust? And since when is it okay to use Snuff's stall as a
rehearsal room? On top of that, Maja's mother and Felix are
suddenly acting like flirty teenagers.
But after a nightmarish observation, a late-night spying
mission to Farmer Brim's barnyard becomes the top priority.
Have the friends uncovered an environmental disaster, or
even a pig murder? A thunderstorm forces the girls to make
an early retreat - and unexpectedly shepherds a runaway
mini pig into their arms. Lille takes over care of the animal,
even though her parents, of course, must not know about it
at any cost. But undercover pig Moses has nothing but
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nonsense on his mind and is completely resistant to any
training. Unusual situations call for unusual measures, and
so it quickly becomes clear that only a peaceful treaty with
mini-pig expert Felicity can salvage the situation.
THE AUTHOR
Usch Luhn grew up in Austria. She studied communication
studies in Berlin, trained as a screenwriter and film
dramaturge, and has many years experience working in
radio and children's television. The author has written more
than 30 books, many of which have been translated into
other languages.
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